ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Since its inception in 1986 (Mullis et al., 1986) , polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has become an essential part of molecular biology. Applications of PCR vary from diagnostic tests for cancer to site-directed mutagenesis and mRNA quantification. The design of primers for PCR has been intensely studied, especially in application-specific contexts (Xu et al., 2002) . In recent years, a plethora of software programs has been developed to aid in primer design. Examples include OligoArray (Rouillard et al., 2003) , FindGDPs (Blick et al., 2003) , VPCR (Lexa et al., 2001) , UniFrag/GenomePrimer (van Hijum et al., 2003) , NetPrimer (Premier Biosoft International, Palo Alto, CA) and Primer3 (Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000) amongst others. A comprehensive review of primer design with software theory is given by Abd-Elsalam (2003) .
Almost all these packages focus on physical primer design: ensuring that an oligonucleotide has appropriate annealing and melting characteristics. The PUNS (Primer UniGene Selectivity) system complements physical primer design by helping to assess and to control primer specificity within both the transcriptome and the genome. In particular, PUNS focuses on primers for the follow-up and validation of transcriptomic microarray experiments, which is usually carried out either by semi-quantitative or by real-time reverse-transcription PCR (RT-PCR). Validation involves the * To whom correspondence should be addressed. enzymatic conversion of a pool of mRNA into cDNA (reverse transcription), followed by selective amplification and quantification of transcripts from this pool (Chuaqui et al., 2002) .
PRIMER DESIGN
Primer design has two essential and distinct phases: physical design and selectivity design. Physical design of primers involves the consideration of factors such as GC-content, primer length, annealing and melting temperatures, starting nucleotides and higher-order oligonucleotide structure. These factors are essential to ensure that a primer is able to bind to a template and initiate extension by the polymerase in an efficient, consistent manner.
Primer efficiency is not enough, however. Primer selectivity is essential. Selectivity refers to the ability of a primer to bind to a single location within the initial 'pool' of DNA. For microarray validation studies, there are two broad factors determining selectivity. First, a primer should be specific to a given mRNA transcript and should not bind in a region conserved across a gene or protein family (transcriptomic selectivity). Second, the primer should be robust against contamination by genomic DNA (genomic selectivity). If either type of selectivity is poor, a primer will amplify multiple products and thereby decrease PCR efficiency and introduce a confounding effect that will reduce the sensitivity and accuracy of quantitative PCR methods.
To ensure transcriptomic selectivity, PUNS validates primers against a database of expressed transcripts: the UniGene database maintained by NCBI (Wheeler et al., 2002) . UniGene is one of several databases that aim to identify gene products by clustering expressed sequence tags (ESTs; single-pass sequence-reads of several hundred base pairs with relatively high error rates) with full-length mRNAs. It is hoped that each gene product will be represented by a single cluster. These databases offer the possibility of identifying the products of splice variants and alternative promoters as separate clusters. We selected the UniGene database for its wide acceptance, public availability and frequent updates (termed 'builds') that incorporate enhanced sequencing information (Yuan et al., 2001) .
IMPLEMENTATION
The PUNS software is a web-based system driven by CGI/Perl code with a fully graphical user interface. After creation of a user-account, the use of PUNS in primer design follows a three-step process. First, users enter primers into the database. This can be done with a simple copy-and-paste procedure or by uploading FASTA-formatted files. Second, users submit their primer sequences for a BLAST analysis (Altschul et al., 1990) . Users can validate their primers against both EST and genomic databases to verify both transcriptomic and genomic selectivity, and can monitor the on-going status of their BLAST analysis. Finally, the information in a primer pair is combined by an in silico PCR which identifies potential amplicons by both identity and size. The in silico PCR report allows the user to accept or reject potential primer pairs for experimental use. Unlike most other primer design systems, PUNS is a database-driven system and stores in-progress and completed analyses for future use.
The BLAST execution and parsing support in PUNS leverages the BioPerl open-source project (Stajich et al., 2002) . The BioPerl library is very versatile and allows PUNS to support the full sensitivity of the NCBI BLAST software. In contrast, the 'virtual PCR' software, VPCR (Lexa et al., 2001) , supports only limited search sensitivity and is thus prone to missing important matches.
The PUNS system is driven by an Oracle 9i RDBMS. This database stores primer sequences, BLAST results and UniGene builds. The in silico PCR step is carried out 'on-the-fly' to take advantage of the most recent UniGene builds and genomic data for sequence identification.
The database schema and the source-code for the entire PUNS project is freely available at our website. An online tutorial is also available at the PUNS website. This tutorial goes through the analysis of three sets of primers in a step-by-step fashion, guiding the reader through the process of evaluating primer specificity. In particular, it details how a user can verify that a primer spans an intron-exon junction.
PUNS allows the care taken in the physical design of primers to be easily extended to specificity assessment, enhancing the quantitative accuracy of PCR-based applications and microarray validation.
